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ABSTRACT: Two datasets of turbulence velocities collected over different bedform types under contrasting experimental
conditions show similarity in terms of velocity-intermittency characteristics and suggest a universality to the velocity-intermittency
structure for flow over bedforms. One dataset was obtained by sampling flow over static bedforms in different locations, and the
other was based on a static position but mobile bedforms. A flow classification based on the velocity-intermittency behaviour is
shown to reveal some differences from that based on an analysis of Reynolds stresses, boundary layer correlation and turbulent
kinetic energy. This may be attributed to the intermittency variable, which captures the local effect of individual turbulent flow
structures. Locations in the wake region or the outer layer of the flow are both shown to have a velocity-intermittency behaviour that
departs from that for idealized wakes or outer layer flow because of the superposition of localized flow structures generated by
bedforms. The combined effect of this yields a velocity-intermittency structure unique to bedform flow.
The use of a time series of a single velocity component highlights the potential power of our approach for field, numerical and
laboratory studies. The further validation of the velocity-intermittency method for non-idealized flows undertaken here suggests that
this technique can be used for flow classification purposes in geomorphology, hydraulics, meteorology and environmental fluid
mechanics. © 2014 The Authors. Earth Surface Processes and Landforms published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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Introduction
The unique and non-classical nature of environmental
turbulence is an important reason why so many geomorphic
processes have proven to be complex. For example, flow over
gravel beds has been shown to depart from a classical bound-
ary layer owing to the presence of macroturbulent structures
(Shvidchenko and Pender, 2001; Roy et al., 2004; Hardy
et al., 2007) and, in both aeolian and fluvial environments,
the flow exhibits a complex interaction with bedforms on a
variety of scales (Dinehart, 1992; Walker and Nickling, 2002;
Best, 2005; Franklin and Charru, 2011; Singh et al., 2011;
Omidyeganeh and Piomelli, 2013a). An important first step
for making progress in this area is to be able to identify the
characteristics of environmental turbulence successfully and
consistently. Ideally, this should be based on methods that
can be readily applied in the field. This typically means data
should be in the form of a velocity times series rather than
based on spatial fields of the type obtained from particle
imaging velocimetry (PIV) (Lelouvetel et al., 2009; Hardy
et al., 2011) or numerical modelling (Chang et al., 2011).
Hence techniques based on invariants of the velocity gradient
stress tensor (Dubief and Delcayre, 2000; Chakraborty et al.,
2005) or on characterizing the spatial evolution of flow
structures using finite-size Lyapunov exponents (Haller, 2001)
are not readily applicable.
Recently, it has been proposed that the joint velocity-
intermittency structure of the flow, as determined from a time
series of the longitudinal velocity component, can be used
for classifying turbulence and for providing an insight into the
physics of non-classical turbulent flows (Keylock et al.,
2012c). Intermittency is indicative of the passage of coherent
structures, resulting in localized departures from classical,
Kolmogorov-type turbulence even in the inertial regime
(Kolmogorov, 1941; Frisch et al., 1978; Dowker and Ohkitani,
2012). Standard measures derived from single-point measure-
ments (turbulent kinetic energy, Reynolds stresses) do not
contain this information directly. Furthermore, and from a
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morefundamental perspective, Kolmogorov assumed in his der-
ivation of the scaling laws for velocity fluctuations in
turbulence that the velocity and intermittency were indepen-
dent. While Keylock et al. (2012c) were able to show that this
was a reasonable approximation for homogeneous, isotropic
turbulence (HIT) – the conditions Kolmogorov assumed – it
was clearly not the case for other flows. Hence it is argued that,
to understand energy transfers near geomorphic boundaries,
where HIT is a very poor assumption, fluvial geomorphologists
need to take more explicit account of the non-classical nature
of turbulence in these regions. Our technique provides both a
means to do this and one that is amenable to field, laboratory
or numerical investigation.
In particular, this study concerns the turbulence characteris-
tics of flow over mobile and fixed bedforms. A great deal of
the complexity in understanding the geomorphology and
sedimentology of these phenomena is a consequence of the
complex coupling between bedform morphology, sediment
transport and turbulence processes. This is in no small part
due to the importance of the flow structures that are generated
(Best, 2005; Omidyeganeh and Piomelli, 2013b). Typically,
field studies on bedform flow dynamics are undertaken over
mobile bedforms, whereas laboratory and numerical research
fix the bedforms in place. Thus it is important to compare the
results from these different reference frames. Venditti and Bauer
(2005) compared the flow structure measured over a mobile
dune in the Green River with data obtained from the flow field
behind fixed dunes in the laboratory. Similarities existed for a
range of variables including Reynolds stresses, turbulence
intensity and the correlation between velocity components.
Furthermore, the oscillations in the wake region collapsed with
the Strouhal number (frequency non-dimensionalized by a
length and velocity scale) for the field and laboratory data. This
work suggested that there are strong commonalities between
the two cases, but no work has yet investigated whether the
velocity-intermittency structure is also similar for these two
cases. We test this hypothesis in this study for the first time.
If similarities are found, they provide further confirmation
that the velocity-intermittency method developed by Keylock
et al. (2012c) is robust and is a useful tool for classifying the
flow structure in geomorphologically relevant situations. Not
only does this open up the possibility for a range of studies
examining this characteristic of environmental turbulence for
very different boundary conditions (aeolian or fluvial flows
through vegetation, for example), but it also provides a means
for more readily comparing measurements made in the labora-
tory, where coherent structures might have been identified
using PIV or similar, to field data consisting of velocity time
series from a single point.
Velocity-intermittency structure
Results presented by Keylock et al. (2012c) showed that it
was possible to discriminate between various flows by their
velocity-intermittency structure. As explained more fully in
the Methods section, this technique is based on forming
quadrants constructed in the domain of the longitudinal veloc-
ity fluctuations and the corresponding fluctuating pointwise
Hölder exponents. Considering that small Hölder exponents
represent the presence of local discontinuities, while a large
positive exponent indicates smoothness, the four resulting
quadrants represent, relative to the mean conditions, fast–
smooth flow (Q1), slow–smooth (Q2), slow–rough (Q3) and
fast–rough (Q4) flow. By observing the proportional occupancy
of each quadrant (i.e. its relative ‘fullness’), one can quantify
the predominant velocity-intermittency structure of the velocity
series. By introducing a threshold condition, H, traditionally
termed a ‘hole size’ in the quadrant literature, one can focus
on the more extreme cases (large absolute values for the joint
velocity and Hölder exponent fluctuations). Hence one can
plot the percentage of points in each quadrant as a function
of H (normalizing each time by the total number of points
exceeding H). Such a plot is shown in Figure 1; a constant
line at 25% would represent an equal presence of all quadrant
conditions irrespective of H. This is what one would expect for
idealized, homogeneous and isotropic turbulence (Kolmogorov,
1941) and is indeed what one finds from analysing such data
(Keylock et al., 2012c). However, the data in Figure 1 clearly
depart from this idealized case, highlighting some of the
complexity of environmental turbulence (lack of isotropy, non-
equilibrium flow, etc.).
The data in Figure 1 are the results for flow over mobile
bedforms (Keylock et al., 2013), a turbulent jet (Renner et al.,
Figure 1. Analysis of velocity-intermittency-based quadrants. Results for flow over mobile gravel bedforms are shown as a solid black line. Additional
lines are for a turbulent jet (red), wake data at 8.5 ms1 (grey dotted) and 24.3 ms 1 (grey), and data near the wall (solid lines) and higher into the flow
(dotted lines) at 6 ms1 (blue) and 8 ms1 (green) for a rough wall boundary layer. This figure is taken from Keylock CJ, Singh A, Foufoula-Georgiou E.
2013. The influence of bedforms on the velocity-intermittency structure of turbulent flow over a gravel bed, Geophysical Research Letters 40: 1–5,
doi:10.1002/grl.50337 (copyright American Geophysical Union) and is reproduced with the permission of the AGU.
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2001), wake flows at two Reynolds numbers (Stresing et al.,
2010), as well as for a rough wall boundary layer at different
heights from the wall (less than 20mm or approximately 150
wall units and greater than 120mm or ∼ 700 wall units), and
for two Reynolds numbers (Keylock et al., 2012b). The flow
over bedforms (black line) exhibits a general similarity to outer
boundary layer flow (dotted green and blue lines). However,
there is an excess contribution in quadrant 4 for the bedform
data, which corresponds to the periods where the probe is
affected by upstream shear generation (Keylock et al., 2013).
Because the velocity-intermittency characteristics of these
data differ from the more classical flows examined in Figure 1,
throughout the rest of this study we classify velocity-
intermittency characteristics that resemble this case as ‘bedform
flow’. There is a clear difference in the behaviour of the
outer layer and the bedform flow compared to the jet (rising
trend in quadrant 2), wake data (rising trend in quadrant 1)
and near-wall flow (rising trend in quadrant 4). That these
cases appear so different is why we believe that this new
technique is an effective tool for flow classification.
In addition to the high-frequency (at least 5000Hz) and long-
duration (thousands of integral timescales) fluid mechanics
datasets, Keylock et al. (2012c) applied this method successfully
with much shorter-duration and lower-frequency acoustic
Doppler velocimeter (ADV) data where measurements were ac-
quired for 5min at 25Hz, equating to about 150 integral scales.
The integral scale was evaluated from the amplitude weighted
mean frequency of the Fourier amplitude spectrum (Mazzi and
Vassilicos, 2004). These latter time series were obtained in a re-
gion of complex dynamics – the near wall flow over a rough, fixed
gravel bed, immediately downstream of a parallel-channel conflu-
ence and further evidence for the robustness of these data with
respect to numerical modelling results and statistical con-
vergence, is provided in Keylock et al. (2014). The results were
encouraging: sites positioned far from the region of vortex
impingement on the bed (either laterally or significantly down-
streamof this region) exhibited a similar pattern to each other,
while those close to vortex impingement were also grouped
together. All sites exhibited the general characteristics seen in
the benchmark data for a near-wall boundary layer dataset.
Aims of this study
The first goal of this paper is to test the flow classification scheme
of Keylock et al. (2012c) against two datasets collected for flow
over bedforms: one over low-amplitude gravel bedforms, and
one over larger-amplitude, artificial bedforms, which were
manufactured to be smooth. In the former case the bed is
mobile, while in the latter the bed is fixed. The Keylock et al.
(2013) data were collected over migrating gravel bedforms at
one elevation and the Venditti and Bennett (2000) data were col-
lected over a grid that covered the whole bedform field along the
centre line of the channel. A consistent classification of the flow
provides further confidence in the velocity-intermittency quad-
rant technique developed by Keylock et al. (2012c) and demon-
strates for the first time that results are insensitive to the frame of
reference adopted (what might be termed ‘bedform Eulerian’ or
‘bedform Lagrangian’ data collection). Furthermore, universality
in the velocity-intermittency structure can be utilized in the
future for deriving turbulence closures for numerical simulations
of flow over geomorphological boundaries that capture the novel
velocity-intermittency behaviour of such flows, which is of
potential significance for modelling sediment entrainment and
transport processes correctly.
The second goal is to use the results from the velocity-
intermittency coupling to make inferences about the flow
characteristics and to compare these to results obtained using
more conventional flow variables. In particular, we make use
of a study of the Reynolds stress, boundary layer correlation
and turbulence production by Venditti and Bennett (2000).
We are able to show that a study of velocity-intermittency
coupling complements such analyses by providing specific
information on the nature of turbulent flow structures. In partic-
ular, as a unique bedform flow type was identified using this
method by Keylock et al. (2013), we are able to re-characterize
regions of the flow domain that, based on conventional
variables, exhibit wake or outer layer characteristics, as having
a velocity-intermittency structure that clearly exhibits the
imprint of bedform-generated turbulence. Thus we are able to
refine traditional classifications of flow turbulence in geomor-
phic, near-wall flows.
Methods
Given a time series for the longitudinal velocity component,
u1(t), we make use of a Reynolds decomposition to isolate
the fluctuating velocity, u′1 tð Þ ¼ u1 tð Þ < u1 > , where the
angle brackets indicate a mean value and the prime indicates
the fluctuating term. To simplify notation, we commonly drop
an explicit recognition of the time dependence of the
fluctuating terms in much of what follows. Classic quadrant
analysis then utilizes u′1 together with the fluctuating vertical
component, u′3, to produce a flow classification based on the
signs of these terms (Lu and Willmarth, 1973). Quadrant
analysis has been applied extensively in field, laboratory,
theoretical and numerical studies in geomorphology and
hydraulics (Nakagawa and Nezu, 1977; Nelson et al., 1995;
Fernandez et al., 2006; Chapman et al., 2012). In this paper
we refer to each of these quadrants by their name rather than
number to avoid confusion with what follows: outward inter-
actions u′1 > 0; u
′
3 > 0
 
; ejections u′1 < 0;u
′
3 > 0
 
; inward
interactions u′1 < 0; u
′
3 < 0
 
; and sweeps u′1 > 0;u
′
3 < 0
 
.
Our velocity-intermittency classification scheme is inspired
by this framework. However, u′3 is replaced by the Hölder
series for u′1. This notion is intimately related to concepts of
fractality and multifractality, which are widely employed in
geomorphic investigations (Klinkenberg and Goodchild,
1992; Butler et al., 2001; Posadas et al., 2003; Singh et al.,
2011). While the fractal dimension provides a measure of
the average scaling behaviour of variations in a signal,
departures from this average are often detected, both in geo-
morphic forms (Gagnon et al., 2003) and in processes. In the
latter case, a Brownian motion that respects the classic
Kolmogorov view of inertial range turbulence (Kolmogorov, 1941)
with a slope of the energy spectrum of  (2< α>) =5/3,
where< α>=1/3 is the averageHölder exponent, is a well-known
instance of a fractal process. However, the passage of flow
structures results in departures from homogeneous fractality,
giving rise to corrections, for which various forms have been
postulated (Kolmogorov, 1962; Frisch et al., 1978; Dowker and
Ohkitani, 2012). These introduce a degree of multifractality
(Meneveau and Sreenivasan, 1991), and the techniques used to
characterize this essentially aim to estimate the histogram of
Hölder exponents (Muzy et al., 1991). This is a complex problem
for finitely sampled data and is typically handled by using
wavelet methods and a Legendre transform. Owing to the
importance ofmultifractality in geophysical data series, Schertzer
and Lovejoy (1987) proposed the Universal Multifractal Formal-
ism as a framework for summarizing the multifractal nature of
geophysical data series. The first exponent is the average Hölder
exponent, < α>, while the second is a measure of variation
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about < α>. The third is a measure of the distribution function
from which the data are sampled. Note that by studying all α(t)
we have more information than is contained in these three
summary statistics.
Computing the time series of Hölder exponents (a Hölder
series, α(t)) rather than summary statistics such as the mean,
< α>, and standard deviation, σ(α), is not trivial. However,
methods have been proposed to do this (Kolwankar and Lévy
Véhel, 2002; Seuret and Lévy Véhel, 2003) and testing by
Keylock (2010) showed that the variance scaling approach
(Kolwankar and Lévy Véhel, 2002) could replicate the
observed behaviour of multifractional Brownian motions with
good accuracy. Consequently, we adopted that method here.
As departures from < α> indicate the passage of flow struc-
tures, there is a logic to using α(t) for extracting energetic
flow periods from turbulence datasets (Keylock, 2008, 2009).
More formally, the Hölder series α1(t), of u1(t), is defined as
u1 tð Þ  u1 t þ τð Þj j∼C jτjα1 tð Þ (1)
where C is a constant and τ is a displacement in time (see
Venugopal et al., 2006, for a review). The mean of α1(t),< α1>,
can be viewed as the Hurst exponent (Hurst, 1951) for the time
series. Note that when the velocity signal is locally rougher, the
pointwise Hölder exponent, α1(t), will be smaller, reflecting a
higher local value of the local fractal dimension, Df. Because
u1(t) and α1(t) are measured in different units, we standardize
the fluctuating values by their respective standard deviations σ:
u′1 tð Þ ¼ u′1 tð Þ=σ u1ð Þ
α′1 tð Þ ¼ α′1 tð Þ=σ α1ð Þ
(2)
Hence we may formulate quadrants based on the changes in
sign of u′1 and α′1 : Q1 u′1 > 0; α′1 > 0
 
; Q2
u′1 < 0; α′1 > 0
 
; Q3 u′1 < 0; α′1 < 0
 
; and, Q4
u′1 > 0; α′1 < 0
 
. These may be interpreted, qualitatively,
as follows: fast flow-low turbulence (Q1); slow flow-low
turbulence (Q2); slow flow-high turbulence (Q3); and, fast
flow-high turbulence (Q4).
The final step to our analysis introduces a threshold hole
size, H, defined in terms of the standard deviations of the two
variables (in a manner that is broadly similar to convention
(Bogard and Tiederman, 1986), except that we have already
normalized each variable by its standard deviation to handle
their difference in dimensions). Thus a threshold exceedance
is deemed to exist when
u′1 tð Þα′1 tð Þ
 ≥H (3)
rather than u′1 tð Þu′3 tð Þ
 ≥σ u1ð Þσ u1ð ÞH . We then record the
proportion of the time that the flow occupies each quadrant
as a function of H. For each value of H we renormalize the
percentages to sum to 100%. Thus an analysis at H=0 intrinsi-
cally involves 100% of the data. By H=2, we may only be
looking at 5% of the dataset, but our percentages still sum to
100%. While some studies using traditional quadrant analysis
then group consecutive occurrences in the same quadrant into
flow events and examine the statistics of these events, we do
not do this here.
Experimental Data
The data from this study are from two sources. The primary
dataset consists of 28 velocity time series obtained for 120 s
with an ADV at 25Hz for a flow over fixed, two-dimensional
dunes (Venditti and Bennett, 2000). The experiment was
conducted at the National Sedimentation Laboratory, US
Department of Agriculture, in Oxford, Mississippi. A tilting
and recirculating flume 15.2m long, 1m wide and 0.25m deep
was used in the study. Twenty-four two-dimensional steel
dunes 0.6m long and 0.04m high (each with a slip face angle
of 30∘) were fixed to the floor of the flume. The Froude number
adopted was 0.35, with a mean flow velocity of 0.458m s  1, a
maximum flow depth of D=0.19 m, and a mean discharge of
0.079 m 3 s  1. An attempt was made to produce an equilib-
rium flow by adjusting the slope until the same flow depth
occurred (± 2 mm) over five successive dune crests in the mea-
surement section of the flume. This gave a mean water surface
slopeof 0.00181. The ADV data were collected at the locations
shown in Figure 2 and were filtered with a Gaussian low-pass
filter (half-power frequency of 12.5Hz) (Biron et al., 1995).
Further details on this experimental design and the measure-
ment details are provided in Venditti and Bennett (2000) and
Venditti and Bauer (2005).
The second set is the high-frequency (200Hz), long-duration
(5 h) u1(t) time series measured over a mobile gravel bed
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Figure 2. The 28 flow measurement locations used by Venditti and Bennett (2000) shown with a black circle. The dunes are shown with a solid line,
the maximum water surface elevation with a dashed line, and the average height of the probe above the mean bed elevation in the experimental
set-up of Singh et al. (2010) is given by a dotted line. The labels identify sites used in Figure 3.
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surface with an ADV studied in Keylock et al. (2013). Simulta-
neous bed elevation data were recorded at 0.2Hz using sonic
transducers. The data were obtained from an experiment in
the 84m long, 2.7m wide main channel facility at St Anthony
Falls Laboratory, University of Minnesota. The flume is of a
partial-recirculating type (the sediment may recirculate while
the water flows through the flume without recirculation). The
channel has a 55m long test section with a poorly sorted gravel
bed. The gravel used in these experiments had aD50 = 11.3 mm
and was mixed with sand (D50 = 1 mm) in a ratio of 85:15.
Experiments were conducted with the bed in a dynamic
equilibrium state (evaluated by determining the stability of the
60min average sediment flux at the downstream end of the
working section). The ADV was positioned in the centreline
of the flume approximately 0.15m above the mean bed eleva-
tion at ∼ 25% of the flow depth. As shown by the dotted line in
Figure 2, this corresponds well to the 0.06m (z/D=0.316) row
of ADV positions employed by Venditti and Bennett (2000).
Further details on this experimental design and the measure-
ment details are provided in Singh et al. (2009, 2010). A
summary of the relevant experimental information for the two
experiments is provided in Table I.
Results
Velocity-intermittency structure at selected sites
Figure 3 shows two occupancy-H plots constructed in a similar
fashion to Figure 1. The upper panels compare the results for
the flow determined by Keylock et al. (2013) (in red) with that
found at a similar height in the Venditti and Bennett (2000) data
(z=0.06 m) at two locations furthest from shear processes
generated at the crest (x=0.69 m and 0.75m). These are shown
as positions (a) and (b) in Figure 2. There is very little difference
between these data, indicating that similar flow processes are
operating. The lower panel plots data from three other locations
for illustrative purposes. Location (c) is higher into the flow
(x=0.69 m, z=0.09 m) and is qualitatively similar to the results
from Keylock et al. (2013), but with a stronger decrease of
occupancy in Q2 and a stronger rise in Q3. The other two sites
show differences in that the slopes in a given quadrant are not
necessarily the same as for the Keylock et al. (2013) data. In
particular, the flow at position (d) (squares) exhibits a rise in
Q1 and position (e) a rise in Q4 and a lack of decay in Q2.
An inspection of Figure 2 shows that these points are close to
the dune crest and the closest to the lower boundary, respec-
tively. Hence, some differences in spatial flow characteristics
exist and these are explained below.
Velocity-intermittency structure at all sites
We can summarize our results effectively by approximating the
lines seen in Figure 1 or 3 with a straight line and then record-
ing the slopes in each quadrant. Our results for all 28 positions
are shown in Figure 4. It is clear that the majority of sites, away
from boundaries, exhibit a clear positive slope in Q3, in agree-
ment with the results for flow over bedforms in Figure 1. At
z=0.06 m, which more closely corresponds to the elevation
for the bedform flow type results in Figure 1, Q3 is not as
dominant on average, but, of the eight plots at this height, all
exhibit a positive slope for Q3 and in six cases it is clearly
dominant (and, as shown in Figure 3, matches the results from
Keylock et al. (2013) closely). Thus, as H increases and we see
more extreme cases of velocity-intermittency, the dominant
behaviour is that of the relatively slow but relatively turbulent
contributions. The exceptions to this are the two positions at
z=0.06 m closest to the dune crest. At x=0.27 m, there is also
a positive contribution for Q4, while at x=0.18 m Q1 is the
dominant positive slope (squares in Figure 3). The results for
flow over a mobile bedform exhibited an enhanced contribu-
tion in Q4 relative to those for the outer part of a boundary
layer (Figure 1). Using the bed elevation data, Keylock et al.
(2013) linked this to times when the probe was located in a
wake region downstream of turbulence production by shear.
Table I. Summary information on the two experiments considered in
this study. The value in parentheses is the ratio of the bedform
advection velocity to the mean flow velocity)
Venditti and
Bennett (2000)
Singh et al.
(2011)
Max. flow depth (m) 0.19 0.55
Mean flow velocity (m s 1) 0.458 1.18
Bedform advection velocity (m s 1) 0 3.9 × 103
(3.3 × 103)
Mean sediment diameter (mm) 0 7.7
Froude number 0.35 0.51
Figure 3. The proportional occupancy in each quadrant as a function of hole size,H. Results from Keylock et al. (2013) are shown as a solid red line.
The upper plot shows data from (x=0.69 m, y=0.06 m) as downward triangles and (x=0.75 m, y=0.06 m) as upward triangles. The lower plot shows
data from (x=0.69 m, y=0.09 m) as circles, (x=0.18 m, y=0.06 m) as squares and (x=0.36 m, y=0.03 m) as diamonds. These locations are
highlighted in Figure 2 using labels (a)–(e), respectively.
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The position of the (x=0.27 m, z=0.06 m) site suggests that it
too is sampling these processes and the small positive slope
in Q4 is consistent with the slope of the grey lines in Figure 1
for the wake data. Given that in Figure 1 it is the wake data that
exhibit an overall dominance in Q1 at large H, our results from
(x=0.18 m, z=0.06 m) are also readily interpretable.
Thus, at z=0.06 m, and based on the velocity-intermittency
characteristics shown in Figure 1, most sites are dominated by a
bedform flow type or outer layer type, with some evidence for
wake-like tendencies. The two sites closest to the crest seem
to be dominated by wake processes. When we average over
these eight datasets, we obtain the results seen in Figure 5(a),
which match very closely those obtained by Keylock et al.
(2013) seen in Figure 5(b). Hence, despite different flume
facilities, flow conditions, time series durations and acquisition
frequencies, and bedforms (prescribed geometry versus
naturally evolved shape), and despite a change in the frame
of reference from a study at fixed points over an immobile
bed to one where the ADV samples various positions as
bedforms are advected past, there is a remarkable agreement
in the observed velocity-intermittency characteristics. This
provides further support that the flow classification scheme
recently proposed by Keylock et al. (2012c) is a robust,
novel tool for environmental fluid mechanics, hydraulic and
geomorphic research.
The primary difference between Figure 5(a) and 5(b)
concerns the relative magnitudes of the negative slopes for
Q1 and Q2. Keylock et al. (2013) found that Q1 was the larger
negative slope, while averaging across z=0.06 m shows that
Q2 is greater. However, note that over the majority of positions
in Figure 4, the same pattern as seen in Figure 5(b) is observed,
meaning that the difference is an artefact of the averaging
process. Hence methodological differences explain the small
variation between Figure 5(a) and 5(b). Averaging across eight
discrete positions does not weight locations in the same way
as monitoring a single position as bedforms are advected past.
In addition, the mean height of the probe in the results reported
by Keylock et al. (2013) corresponded closely to z=0.06 m,
but departures towards conditions seen in Figure 4 at z=0.09
m would place more of an emphasis on Q1.
Figure 4. The slopes for the proportion of time that a quadrant is occupied againstH for all 28 sites in the database from Venditti and Bennett (2000).
The sampling locations are indicated in terms of x and z and each plot contains values for the slope for each quadrant, with Q1 on the left
through to Q4 on the right. In addition, the labels used by Venditti and Bennett (2000) to describe the flow in each location are included:
OL = outer layer; FW= far wake; W=wake; OS = over separation cell; DZ= dead zone; IBL = Internal boundary layer; R = reattachment.
Figure 5. Slopes for the proportion of time that a quadrant is occupied against H. The results in panel (a) are averaged over the eight sites with
z=0.06 m. The results in (b) are those for the data taken over a mobile bedform (Keylock et al., 2013).
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Characteristics of the flow away from boundaries
Included in Figure 4 are the classification labels given to each
data series by Venditti and Bennett (2000) based on an
examination of the Reynolds stress, turbulent kinetic energy,
boundary layer correlation, turbulence production and eddy
viscosity (their Figure 5). Towards the free surface, the data from
Venditti and Bennett (2000) are classified as ‘OL’ or outer layer.
Figure 1 shows that the velocity-intermittency of an outer layer
exhibits a positive slope in Q3, negative slopes in Q1 and Q4,
with approximately neutral response in Q2. In contrast, Figure 1
shows that the bedform flow type data from Keylock et al.
(2013) exhibits a strong, positive slope in Q3, with negative
slopes in Q2 and Q1 and a more neutral response in Q4. An
examination of Figure 4 shows that it is this latter situation that
is more common at the positions classified as ‘OL’ by Venditti
and Bennett (2000). Furthermore, in Figure 4, none of the data
with a large Q3 contribution have their smallest negative
response in Q2, which one would expect for the outer-layer
velocity-intermittency structure from Figure 1. Hence, from
the perspective of the velocity-intermittency structure, the outer
layer seen here is not a classical outer part of a boundary layer.
This indicates a difference in classification based on velocity
intermittency and using more conventional variables and, as
a consequence, we replace the ‘OL’ designation with the
‘bedform flow (BF)’ type.
The difference arises because the flow over bedforms inherits
characteristics of macroturbulence generated by processes
associated with shear and flow separation at and over the
dune crest (Shvidchenko and Pender, 2001), the velocity-
intermittency structure at z=0.12 m exhibits behaviour seen
closer to the bed by Keylock et al. (2013) in regions classified
as ‘wake’ locations by Venditti and Bennett (2000). Because
flow structures generated at the dune crest and in the lower part
of the domain eventually fill much of the flow domain, for large
H and when u′< 0, large-scale structures with significant
intermittency arise. This explains the excessively high Q3
contribution found in this study relative to a classical outer
layer (Figure 1). However, the positive slope in Q2 means that
regions of low intermittency also persist, which implies a lack
of complete mixing between the generated flow structures
and the ‘background’ turbulence flow field. To understand
how this difference will affect mixing relative to a boundary
layer requires a comparative study of Lagrangian behaviour
for the two cases. This is complicated by the fact that standard
closure schemes in eddy-resolving simulation methods assume,
following Kolmogorov (1941), that intermittency and velocity
are independent (see Keylock et al., 2012a, for a review of
applications of these methods in geomorphology). This implies
that complex experiments or a direct numerical simulation are
required to understand this result further.
Figure 5 shows that results similar to those from Keylock et al.
(2013) can be obtained from the data of Venditti and Bennett
(2000) by averaging over the positions at z=0.06 m, a height
that approximately corresponds to the mean height in the for-
mer study. However, it is important to note that Figures 3 and
4 show that time series from given positions also reveal the cor-
rect characteristics. Hence this agreement is not merely the
consequence of an averaging over sites; it is the real behaviour
seen at a particular spatial locations too.
Despite the results seen in Figure 5, it remains a possibility
that there is a difference between the two datasets because,
although the proportional occupancy of quadrants as a func-
tion of H is similar, one of these datasets contains preferentially
high u′1
  and low α′1
  values in a particular quadrant, while the
other concentrates in regions of low u′1
  and high α′1
 . Figure 6
shows that there is no evidence for such a difference in these
data. The upper panel combines results for the eight positions
at z=0.06 m, also used in Figure 5, while the lower panel is
for the mobile bed case. Owing to the three orders of
magnitude difference in the number of samples in these cases,
different values of H were chosen for illustrative purposes. For
the fixed dune case we choose H=2 and, for a normal distribu-
tion, such a threshold would be exceeded on one variable
4.6% of the time. The threshold for the mobile bed case is
H=4, which corresponds to 6.3 × 103%.
The bedform flow velocity-intermittency structure
and conventional quadrants
As defined above, bedform flow has a velocity-intermittency
structure that is similar to the black line in Figure 1 and we
suggested above that the reason this is more prevalent than a
velocity-intermittency structure with outer flow characteristics
is because of the presence of large-scale structures with
significant intermittency. To check this, we examined the u′1
and u′3 time series at (x=0.69 m, z=0.09 m). Results from this
site are shown in Figure 3 and, based on Figure 4, it appears to
be a representative example.
Figure 7 shows a visualization of a conventional quadrant
analysis (Bogard and Tiederman, 1986) applied to these data
using the tools in Keylock (2007) and with a choice of conven-
tional hole size, Hc=1.5 to ensure that the extreme events are
analysed (the results are not sensitive to this choice for
Hc>1). A 40 s a subset of the record is extracted to enhance
visualization of the relevant flow structures. The advantage of
this type of plot is that the standard quadrant analysis is accom-
panied by a wavelet decomposition. Hence one can deter-
mine, qualitatively, which wavelet scales (ordinate of the
upper two panels) contribute to a given event, based on the
strength of the shading (here we have chosen to normalize over
all scales but separately for the two velocity components).
Panel (c) shows that the data are dominated by ejections (white)
and sweeps (black), in agreement with boundary layer theory
(Nakagawa and Nezu, 1977). Figure 7 also highlights that for
u1 and t≥ 60 s it is scales 6–8 that contribute the greatest to
the threshold exceedances, although the sweeps at t=67 s
and t=72 s have energy distributed relatively evenly across
higher frequencies. For t∼ 60 s, scales 6–8 also dominate the
behaviour of u3. However, for t> 60 s, the relevant contribu-
tions from u3 are generally at lower scales/higher frequencies,
Figure 6. Velocity-intermittency plots for the data exceeding H=2 at
a height of z=0.06 m (a) and for an exceedance ofH=4 for the data for
flow over a mobile bedform (b).
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particularly at t=72 s. For the first half of the record, no such
patterns are as clearly discernible, owing in part to the increas-
ing proportion of sweeps that occur at higher frequency. Thus,
as expected from boundary layer theory, there is the anticipated
dominant contribution from sweeps and ejections, with also
some evidence for the different scales of variation observed in
the outer part of a boundary layer. The dominance of inward
interactions over outward interactions and of ejections over
sweeps seen in Figure 7 does, however, suggest that when
u′1 < 0 there is an enhanced propensity for energetic flow
structures. This is borne out by the enhanced Q3 contributions
in Figures 1, 3, 4 and 5 for the bed form flow type.
This supports the statement in the previous section that the
reason the bedform flow type differs from a conventional outer
layer in its velocity-intermittency structure is the relative
enhancement of energetic contributions from Q3. This is made
more explicit in Figure 8, where we examine the same period
of data studied in Figure 7, but with quadrants formed in the
manner described in this paper. The clear visual result is that
the dominant quadrants are opposite in sense to those in
Figure 7. Hence, when u′1 < 0, which clearly implies an ejec-
tion for H> 1.5, there is a highly intermittent Q3 contribution,
while u′1 > 0 sweeps are preferentially in Q1, indicating
lower turbulence levels than anticipated. Hence, from the
perspective of flow structure identification methods based
on the velocity gradient tensor, such as the ‘Q-criterion’
(Dubief and Delcayre, 2000; Chakraborty et al., 2005), the
sweep events in the bedform flow type may result in regions
of high strain, but will make a limited contribution to vorticity
and turbulence intensity.
Figure 7. Awavelet and conventional quadrant decomposition of the velocity data at (x=0.69 m, z=0.09 m) with hole size Hc=1.5. This location
is position (c) in Figure 2. The bottom plot shows velocity time seriesfor u1 (black) and u3 (grey) with their means subtracted and normalized by their
standard deviations; hence u′1 and u′3. Panel (c) indicates the times when the Hc=1.5 criterion is exceeded by vertical lines: white = ejections,
black= sweeps, outward interactions (red), inward interactions (blue). The thickness of each line indicates the length of time that the threshold is
exceeded. The upper plots are wavelet decompositions of the flow field for each velocity component. Wavelet coefficients for the flow whenHc<1.5
or that are opposite in nature to the sense of the flow event are ignored. The other coefficients are shaded proportional to their magnitude, with the
shading normalized by the maximum absolute values across all scales, but separately for the two velocity components.
Figure 8. Awavelet and new quadrant decomposition of the velocity and Hölder exponent data at (x=0.69 m, z=0.09 m) with hole size Hc=1.5.
This location is position (c) in Figure 2. The bottom plot shows time series for u1 (black) and α1 (grey) with their means subtracted and normalized by
their standard deviations; hence u′1 and α′1. Panel (c) indicates the times when the H=1.5 criterion is exceeded by vertical lines: Q2 (white),
Q4 (black), Q1 (red) and Q3 (blue). The thickness of each line indicates the length of time that the threshold is exceeded. The upper plots are wavelet
decompositions of the flow field for u1(t) and α1(t). Wavelet coefficients for the flow whenH<1.5 or that are opposite in nature to the sense of the flow
event are ignored. The other coefficients are shaded proportional to their magnitude, with the shading normalized by the maximum absolute values
across all scales, but separately for the two variables.
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Flow near the dune crest
Figure 1 shows that the far-wake generated by a cylinder
placed vertically into the flow gives a positive slope in Q1, with
a more limited positive response in Q4, a slight decline in Q3
and a significant decrease in Q2. The data at (x=0.18 m,
z=0.06 m) are closest to the crest and are the only case of
the 28 sites where Q1 gives the dominant positive response.
The decay in Q2 is also consistent with the case of the cylinder
wake. However, the behaviour in Q3 and Q4 is inverted.
Whether this is significant or a consequence of the difference
between a near-wake in the x–z plane and a far-wake in the
x–y requires further investigation in another study.
While Venditti and Bennett (2000) categorized a large
proportion of sites at z=0.06 m as wake-like, based on their
time-averaged statistics, in our case the majority of other sites
at this elevation appear to have mixed wake and bedform
flow characteristics. Given that it is from the study of velocity-
intermittency characteristics at this mean elevation that we
have been able to define the bedform flow class (Figure 1), it
is not surprising that it influences wake characteristics for the
flow in the lee of bedforms. The other site that appears to be
dominated by wake-like phenomena is that at x=0.27 m,
where the positive response in Q4 is mixed with an outer
layer-like or bedform flow-like positive response in Q3,
meaning that the sign of the slope is dictated by α′1.
Near-wall flow characteristics
At (x∈ {0.36,0.45} m, z=0.03 m), Venditti and Bennett (2000)
classified the flow as ‘IBL’ or inner boundary layer. Figure 1
(blue and green solid lines) show the results for the velocity-
intermittency structure of an inner boundary layer. A strong rise
in Q4 is compensated by decreases in Q1 and Q3, with a
neutral response in Q2. In a boundary layer, turbulence
production is a consequence of positive Reynolds stresses,
meaning that a standard quadrant analysis has an excess contri-
bution of ejections and sweeps relative to inward and outward
interactions (Nakagawa and Nezu, 1977). Close to the wall an
ejection results in a compensatory inrush of turbulent fluid,
generating a sweep that, because of its higher than average
velocity and turbulent nature, results in a large contribution
for Q4 from the perspective of our quadrant formulation. Note
that (x=0.36 m, z=0.03 m) has the required Q4 response
(Figure 4), although this does not apply for (x=0.45 m,
z=0.03 m). This may be contrasted with the analysis for
(x=0.69 m, z=0.09 m) in Figures 7 and 8, where the sweeps
corresponded to Q1 rather than Q4. Thus our analysis is able
to provide an insight into the nature of particular flow states that
are deemed similar using conventional quadrant analysis.
Keylock et al. (2012c) also studied ADV time series obtained
from a parallel-channel confluence experiment (Keylock et al.,
2014). The locations closest to the reattachment point
exhibited slightly declining slopes in Q1 and Q2 with rises in
Q3 and Q4, the pattern seen at (x=0.45 m, z=0.03 m).
Although the three-dimensional nature of parallel-channel
confluence flow means that the nature of reattachment is not
a perfect analogue for a more two-dimensional bedform flow
field, the similarity suggests that the velocity-intermittency
results place reattachment slightly upstream of Venditti and
Bennett (2000). This is not a contradiction because our method
places emphasis on the extreme states, and the location of
reattachment in a flow subject to an adverse pressure gradient
fluctuates by more than ± 1 height of the object inducing flow
separation (Eaton and Johnston, 1980; Aider et al., 2007). In
addition, in the same way that median velocity and skin friction
criteria do not always yield the same result for the reattachment
position (Le et al., 1997), we emphasize a different aspect of the
reattachment process with our method, meaning that perfect
congruence is not necessarily expected.
At (x=0.51 m, z=0.03 m), we see positive slopes in Q1 and
Q3, with negative slopes in Q2 and Q4. The results for a far
wake regime in Figure 1 have the appropriate Q1 and Q2
response but are approximately flat in Q3, and exhibit a rise
in Q4. The outer layer results in Figure 1 have the appropriate
behaviour in Q3 and Q4. Hence turbulence at this location
has a hybrid structure not seen in our previous work, the nature
of which is a function of α′1. The velocity-intermittency structure
is the same as the wake flow seen at (x=0.18 m, z=0.06 m) in
terms of the sign of each quadrant, if not magnitude. Hence the
wake structure downstream of reattachment differs in nature
from that in a shear layer. However, with vorticity already gen-
erated upstream, the greater emphasis on Q3 is to be expected.
The final near-bed site, at (x=0.60 m, z=0.06 m), was clas-
sified as within a separation cell by Venditti and Bennett (2000).
Note from Figure 2 that this location is further from the bed than
the other sites at z=0.06 m and the velocity-intermittency
characteristics are seen to be similar to bedform flow.
Ergodic considerations
The data obtained by Singh et al. (2010) and Venditti and
Bennett (2000) are time series. However, turbulence physics
is based on spatial velocity gradients. Typically, when the
turbulence intensity is low enough, Taylor’s hypothesis can
be used to change from time to space based on the mean
velocity. However, our intensities are too high for this. Hence
we use an integrated version of Taylor’s hypothesis due to
Kahalerras et al. (1998), which we have found to give good
results for higher intensities (Keylock et al., 2012b). The
standard Taylor approximation is given by
∂
∂t
¼  < u1 > ∂∂x1 (4)
Rather than use the mean velocity, we use the average local
velocity (at times g and g+1) to derive our (no longer uniformly
sampled) spatial positions, x1(r):
x1 rð Þ ¼ 
Xr1
g¼0
u1 gð Þ þ u1 g þ 1ð Þ
2
Δt (5)
where 1≤ r≤N and g is a dummy variable. Thus a time series
of N values with a constant interval between each point given
by Δt is converted into a spatial series of N points, where the
interval between each x1(r) is no longer constant. However,
using a resampling method, a uniform spatial interval for the
spatial series can be produced. Focusing on the location
examined in detail in Figure 7 (x=0.69 m, z=0.09 m), the orig-
inal values for the slopes in each quadrant (Figure 3) were
 0.088, 0.059, 0.196 and  0.049, for Q1, Q2, Q3 and
Q4, respectively. Following a recalculation of the Hölder
exponents for the velocity series transformed into a spatial
transect, the new slope values were  0.089, 0.056, 0.206
and  0.062. Thus, while the detail varies slightly as a conse-
quence of the ergodic change, the changes are minor, indicat-
ing robustness of the method and the results.
As noted above, Venditti and Bennett (2000) classified their
flow field based on the spatial location of the points and the
observed behaviour of the turbulence intensities, Reynolds
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stresses etc. Figure 9 compares our classification to theirs
based simply on the velocity-intermittency structure. Hence
it summarizes most of the discussion presented in the
previous section. If one considers the use of ‘OL’ for outer
layer by Venditti and Bennett (2000) to be synonymous with
our bedform flow ‘BF’ category, the agreement is very good.
The distinction between these cases is based on the veloc-
ity-intermittency behaviour seen in Figure 1, which was a
form of analysis not adopted in the earlier work. This
excepted, the primary differences in the classification of the
flow environment are that we locate reattachment one site
upstream of Venditti and Bennett (2000) and find that most
locations at z=0.06 m (except those closest to the crest) have
mixed wake and bedform flow characteristics as opposed to
being allocated wake-like characteristics solely. Because our
velocity-intermittency method works with u′1, differences in
the variance between locations are normalized out. Further-
more, with no use of u′3 , Reynolds stresses are inaccessible
(and if one assumes that these correlate closely to u′1 , then
our normalization also removes this dependence). Hence
velocity-intermittency as formulated here is virtually indepen-
dent of conventional flow parameters used to infer flow
structure, yet still contains requisite information of the flow
characteristics, as Figure 9 illustrates. However, what our
results emphasize, in contrast to the analysis undertaken by
Venditti and Bennett (2000), is the role of individual, bound-
ary-generated macroturbulent structures (Shvidchenko and
Pender, 2001). Their effect is averaged out in a conventional
analysis, but influences the velocity-intermittency structure
and, consequently, the nature of the generated wakes. As a
result, by comparing Figure 4 to Figure 1, we see that
the bedform flow type dominates the flow field relative to
the velocity-intermittency behaviour of wakes and outer
layer flows.
Conclusion
This study has shown a remarkable level of agreement in the
turbulence characteristics of two datasets for flow over
bedforms despite the differences in bedform type, boundary
conditions and experimental methods. Not only does this
provide more evidence that the new turbulence classification
of Keylock et al. (2012c) is robust, but it is also in agreement
with a comparison between flow over dunes in the laboratory
and the field using more conventional analysis methods
(Venditti and Bauer, 2005). Classical analysis makes use of
Reynolds stresses and turbulence intensities, i.e. terms based
on the velocity variance–covariance matrix. Consequently,
with such methods, it is simple to detect regions of turbulence
production. Because our approach normalizes by the standard
deviation of u1(t), that we can still define similar locations as
having wake, reattachment, and inner or outer layer character-
istics indicates the crucial role of the coupling between velocity
and intermittency in anisotropic and non-homogeneous
turbulent flows. However, our approach complements more
conventional analyses based on mean properties by highlight-
ing the role of flow structures on the turbulence characteristics.
The results are also robust to a change from time series to
spatial series using a modified form of Taylor’s hypothesis.
As a consequence, given a set of time series, u1(t), derived
in a complex environment, and with reference to the
results obtained here and by Keylock et al. (2012c, 2013), it is
possible to effectively assign each time series to a relevant flow
type, e.g. ’the flow is “jet-like” in region A, while it resembles a
wake in region B’. This method for turbulence flow classifica-
tion is not only useful for highlighting to the researcher regions
with different turbulence characteristics, but it also enables
single-point measurements in the field or laboratory to be
related to topological turbulence characteristics elucidated in
the laboratory or numerically using the techniques discussed
in the Introduction (Chakraborty et al., 2005). The importance
of coherent flow structures for fluvial processes is well
established (see Venditti et al., 2013, for a number of recent
papers in this area). Hence this work permits a simpler
comparison of the properties of such structures between field/
laboratory and laboratory/modelling work.
Our study of velocity-intermittency coupling also opens up
the possibility of deriving turbulence closures that are designed
specifically for complex environmental flows. That is, rather
than basing our modelling studies of flow near complex, geo-
morphic boundaries on closures that draw on classical under-
standings of turbulence to parametrize subfilter scale
processes, this work establishes the potential to incorporate
the observed velocity-intermittency coupling into energy
dissipation equations. The more accurate near-wall modelling
that would result would improve our ability to model flow
resistance, pollutant dispersal and sediment transport. Our
method is also likely to prove useful for developing new
Figure 9. A comparison of the classification of dune flow data by Venditti and Bennett (2000) (upper values and Figure 4) and that found using the
velocity-intermittency results in this study (in the lower box). For the original values: OL=outer layer; FW= far wake; W=wake; OS=over separation
cell; DZ=dead zone; IBL= internal boundary layer; R = reattachment. In addition, from this study: BF=bedform flow, the asterisk discriminates
between two types of wake and various sites are allocated mixed characteristics.
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sediment flux formulations. This is because impulse-based
methods for sediment transport (Diplas et al., 2008; Diplas
and Dancy, 2013) require knowledge of the integrated force
history. In the absence of local, near-wall time series, the time
period for integration is not readily discernible from variables
such as the Reynolds stress, but is much more so from the
coupling between velocity and the Hölder exponents.
The technique used here is a generic method, applicable to
any turbulent flow (and, indeed, any time series that exhibits
considerable local fluctuations such as financial transaction
data and sediment flux data). We believe it has significant
potential in environmental fluid mechanics, where the com-
plexity of boundary conditions means that classical ideas about
the behaviour of turbulence do not necessarily hold. Such
cases include, for example, flow through vegetated surfaces,
which is a topic of current research.
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